The institutions and practice of psychiatry in colonial Africa have a justifiably poor reputation. In *Surfacing up: psychiatry and social order in colonial Zimbabwe, 1908--1968*, Lynette A Jackson does more than trace the history of Ingutsheni, British Central Africa\'s first and largest mental institution, which was founded on the outskirts of Bulawayo in 1908, arguing that, even though there was no "Great Confinement", psychiatry served the ideological needs of the settler state. It did so by "domesticating" space and people, and by labelling as insane or mentally deficient men and women who were found to be out of place, either physically or socially. Consciously deploying the language of Frantz Fanon and Michel Foucault, Jackson regards "the colonial project" as broadcasting a "monologue of reason about madness", one which was intentionally deaf to the inner logic of African concepts of the origins of mental disturbance and to indigenous methods of treatment. Through a combination of overt racism and pecuniary neglect, Ingutsheni became a warehouse for those certified as mentally ill. Inside the hospital, social hierarchies and distances were maintained: African patients had inadequate facilities, were exploited as labour, and were subjected to dehumanizing and dubious methods of treatment including electro-convulsive therapy and leucotomies. White patients had better accommodation and facilities; and, in a painful and yet poignant signifier of how race, class and sanity were perceived in Southern Rhodesia (and elsewhere) at this time, "European" women patients at Ingutsheni were catered for at the hospital\'s "Fair Lady Salon".

Jackson devotes considerable attention to how the "routes" to the asylum or hospital were influenced by the colonial order. How, she asks, did people who might indeed have been mentally disturbed "surface up" and come to the attention of colonial authorities and be labelled crazy as opposed to criminal? Such surfacings occurred, for instance, when whites transgressed the "civilized" image that the society sought to present, both of itself and to itself. Any "European" who went around barefoot in the centre of town or who had a love relationship with an African person, for instance, could be regarded as insane. African men were brought within the ambit of the colonial economy via migrant labour and could be driven to insanity by dislocation and diseases of employment. Colonial and indigenous concepts of the appropriate "place of women" were influential in identifying "stray" and "undomesticated" women as insane or mentally inadequate and therefore fit for restraint at Ingutsheni. Jackson also draws on Fanon to argue that colonial psychiatry pathologized the "indocile native". She, on the other hand, reinterprets the actions and words of some "madmen" and "madwomen" as being acts of rebellion or resistance and therefore ultimately of "reason".

In the Epilogue, Jackson describes how after political independence in 1980 Ingutsheni became a target of health reform, and indigenous treatment methods were rehabilitated, contributing to a healed nation. This moment was, however, short-lived and under the constraints of structural adjustment programmes in the 1990s---and, one might add, a morally corrupt and oppressive regime under Robert Mugabe---Zimbabwe\'s psychiatric services are now once again woefully inadequate. Of course, HIV/AIDS is adding further to the incidence of mental illness in Zimbabwe and to the state\'s inability to provide decent mental health care.

*Surfacing up* is a damning indictment of the practice of psychiatry in colonial Zimbabwe. It is forcefully written. This contributes to the book\'s strength, but on occasion Jackson overplays the power of both western psychiatry and of colonialism in Southern Africa. It is certain that the majority of the mentally ill never came to the attention of the colonial authorities and that indigenous African therapies remained the most frequently utilized forms of treatment throughout the colonial era. Colonial "surveillance" and "the medical gaze" were patchy at most. Colonial psychiatry enjoyed little prestige and its practitioners were seldom influential. Moreover, and as Jackson shows, indigenous therapy management groups and techniques were sometimes powerless in the face of violent madness and, on occasion, families initiated the committal procedures. By the mid-twentieth century, then, psychiatric institutions were one option amongst several for the management of insanity both of and by Africans. Yes, psychiatry could be and often was a form of cultural imperialism, but whether it was always and only so remains a matter for debate.
